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Abstract

We introduce an equilibrium labor market model, where workers gradually learn

about their unobserved production abilities. While engaged in a productive activity

(occupation), workers observe their output and extract information that allows them

to make inferences about their unobserved aptitudes. Because workers are learning

about themselves, their output informs them not only about their productivity in their

current occupation, but about their likely productivity in other occupations as well.

As workers acquire more information, they self-select into the occupations in which

they expect to perform best, and their wages increase. Returns to experience here

capture improved job selection by workers as they sort through occupations and learn

about their productive abilities. Our setup can account for the o¤setting worker �ows

across occupations, the within-occupation wage inequality, as well the decline in the

probability of occupational switching as workers grow older, that we observe in the

data. We use this framework to investigate whether the interaction of learning and

search frictions can lead to further decreases in output. Indeed, an increase in the

unemployment rate similar to the one experienced by many European countries in the

early 1970s is found to reduce the �ow of output per employed worker by 1% annually.

If the increase in the unemployment rate disproportionately a¤ects the young, then

our estimate is a lower bound for the true cost.
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1 Introduction

�Know thyself�: Learning about one�s self is a life-long process that involves introspection

and realization of one�s talents, passions and limitations. In the context of the labor market

it involves workers learning about their aptitudes and skills which are not always known

to them immediately. While employed in a given productive activity (occupation), workers

can observe their own output and make inferences about their unknown talents. Because

workers are learning about themselves, the information they acquire allows to better assess

their �t not only in their current occupation, but in other occupations as well. For instance,

a computer programmer who found out he enjoyed team work and had good interpersonal

skills may decide to switch to management. Another worker reported �My career as a small

business consultant grew from my love of training employees in my chain of donut shops�1.

In this paper we explore whether this new paradigm can explain a number of documented

facts that are central to labor markets, such as the o¤setting gross worker �ows across

occupations, the increase in wages over a worker�s lifetime, the decline in the occupational

switching rate as workers get older, as well as the observed wage dispersion. We also use our

setup to investigate the impact of high unemployment on productivity.

More speci�cally, we develop an equilibrium labor market model where each worker is

assigned a set of skills, or type, at birth which remain unchanged throughout the course

of his life. Di¤erent types have di¤erent productivities across occupations, but both the

market and the worker are uncertain about the worker�s type. Output realizations reveal

information about the worker�s underlying productivity and therefore his type (although

stochastic retirement shocks prevent the worker from perfectly �nding out his type), which

is immediately re�ected in his wage and occupational mobility decisions. Therefore, his

output informs him not only about his productivity in his current occupation, but about his

likely productivity in other occupations as well. The worker�s preferred occupation, however,

may not be the one in which he is expected to be most productive, since he also takes into

account di¤erences in the speed of learning across occupations in his decision. We moreover

incorporate search frictions in our setup. Firms and workers negotiate on splitting their

match�s surplus. The worker�s wage is pinned down by the outcome of the negotiation, while

free entry ensures zero �rm pro�ts (in expectation) in each occupation.

Our model di¤ers substantially from the standard labor market learning model (Jo-

vanovic, 1979, 1984), where a worker learns about the underlying quality of his occupational

match rather than about his type. In that model, any information the worker receives about

1This example is taken from �Making Career Sense of Labour Market Information,� a career guide for
Canadian Career Counselors and is also used in Kambourov-Manovskii (2006).
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his current �rm/occupational match does not reveal anything about future matches: once a

worker leaves his current match, he starts over. As a consequence, that model underlines the

importance of tenure, rather than of labor market experience, in the wage formation. Indeed

there is a large literature on the relative importance of tenure vs. experience on wage forma-

tion. Abraham and Farber (1987), Altonji and Shakotko (1987) and Altonji and Williams

(2005) �nd small e¤ects of �rm tenure on the wage, whereas Topel (1990) reports larger

estimates. Kambourov and Manovskii (2007a) present results that underline the importance

of occupational, rather than �rm or industry tenure on wages2. Gathmann and Schönberg

(2006) provide evidence that tenure in the previous occupation also a¤ects the current wage.

Furthermore in the standard learning model, once the worker separates from his previous

match he searches randomly since he does not have any additional information about future

potential matches. On the contrary in our setup, the worker will direct his search e¤orts

towards the occupation he believes he �ts best.

The desire to learn about one�s unobserved abilities can also provide an explanation for

the decline in occupational mobility with experience, which has been documented in McCall

(1990), Neal (1999) and others. Younger workers, who are more uncertain about their type,

are more likely to switch occupations, while more experienced ones are more likely to be in

an occupation that conforms best with their respective aptitudes.

Our model is partly motivated by the observation that bidirectional worker �ows between

occupations are very large; Kambourov and Manovskii (2006) report that approximately 13%

of the labor force switches one-digit occupation every year. These represent transitions across

one of nine broadly de�ned occupational groups, that most likely entail fundamental career

changes. In addition, gross worker mobility largely exceeds net mobility: at any given time,

almost as many workers enter an occupation as others are exiting it. Clearly an explanation

which emphasizes only occupational demand shocks would fail to capture this aspect of the

data3. On the contrary, learning about one�s abilities provides an intuitive account of these

o¤setting �ows: workers leave an occupation because they have discovered they can perform

better elsewhere, while others enter it because they have come to believe it could provide a

good �t for them.

The results of Farber and Gibbons (1996) and Altonji and Pierret (2001) who �nd that

the market learns over time about the workers unobserved characteristics motivate our ex-

ercise. In particular, Farber and Gibbons (1996) show that the correlation of the worker�s

unobserved characteristics (such as test scores which might be a good proxy for his abilities)

2They also �nd positive returns to overall labor market experience.
3Occupation-specifc productivity shocks may however explain the increase in occupational mobility ob-

served over the past few decades. See Kambourov and Manovskii (2007b) for more details.
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with his wage should increase over time, as learning accumulates. Altonji and Pierret (2001)

extend their results and show that if the market uses observable characteristics (such as ed-

ucation) to make inferences about the worker�s latent abilities, then the correlation of these

observables with the wage should fall over time. They �nd that the data appear to support

for these propositions.

MacDonald (1982) also constructs an equilibrium model of the labor market where work-

ers learn about their unobserved abilities. He shows that this form of learning can reproduce

the increase in wages over a worker�s lifetime and also a positively skewed wage distribution,

while all workers in a given occupation receive the same wage. Altonji (2005) has argued that

if high-skilled jobs exhibit a higher speed of learning, then the market will be slow to learn

the productivity of a worker who starts out in a low-skilled job.4 Miller (1984) also combines

labor market learning and occupational choice, by extending the model of Jovanovic (1979)

and assuming that jobs with similar expected productivity and rate of information acquisi-

tion belong to the same occupation. In that model, as in Jovanovic (1979), workers learn

about the latent quality of their match, rather than their own unobserved skills. Similarly

Antonovic and Golan (2007) examine the occupational choice of workers in the case of gen-

eral human capital, when jobs di¤er at the rate of which they reveal information about the

workers�skills. The importance of a worker�s occupational/career choice has been stressed

in several papers: McCall (1990) presents a model where the quality of a match consists of

a job-speci�c and an occupation-speci�c component. In his setup, information about the

quality of these matches arrives at random time intervals. His model predicts that increased

tenure in the previous job lowers the likelihood of separation from the current one if both

jobs are in the same occupation. Using data from the NLSY he �nds evidence that supports

his hypothesis. Along the same lines, Neal (1999) presents a model with no learning, where

workers draw their job-speci�c and their career-speci�c matches. He argues that workers

�rst search for a suitable career and then for a job within that career and provides evidence

from the NLSY to con�rm his prediction. Sicherman and Galor (1990) explore the issue of

career mobility by focusing on intra-�rm occupational upgrading and the transferability of

human capital across occupations.

We extend the existing literature by showing that this form of learning is consistent with,

not only the observed returns to experience, but also two other key labor market facts: the

decline in the occupational mobility as workers age and the shape of the cross-sectional wage

distribution, including its well-known fat right tail. Furthermore our setup incorporates

many features that make it attractive for empirical implementation: we allow workers to

4His model assumes a hierarchical ability level, which is a special case of our framework. Our setup is
similar to Roy (1951), in that it also allows each worker-type to be the most productive in his occupation.
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have di¤erent initial priors about their abilities and therefore make di¤erent occupational

choices; di¤erent occupations can have di¤erent speeds of learning which workers take into

account in their decisions5; we include search frictions in our framework and �nally we obtain

closed-form expressions for steady state distribution of workers by expected productivity and

the �ows of workers, across occupations, to and from unemployment etc.

We use our framework to investigate the impact of increased unemployment on the out-

put of employed workers. In the early 1970s, many European countries experienced large

increases in their unemployment rate which persisted for many years, for some to this day. A

decrease in the number of employed workers will lower overall output in the economy, simply

because there are unused production resources. We demonstrate here that however there is

an additional cost, resulting from the reduction of output of employed workers.

In particular, under these new labor market conditions, workers in this economy spend

less time employed on average and therefore learn less about their talents. As a result, now

workers are more unsure of their skills on average and therefore more likely, once employed

to �nd themselves in an occupation that does not match their aptitudes. Using parameters

recovered from the structural estimation of the model, we �nd that an increase in the un-

employment rate similar to the one experienced by several European countries in the early

1970s, results in a reduction to the �ow of output per employed worker by 1%. Put di¤erently,

employed workers in this economy are now producing 1% less on average every year than

they would had they been employed longer and had more time to acquire information about

their aptitudes. If the hypothesized increase in the unemployment rate disproportionately

a¤ects the young, then this estimate is a lower bound on the true cost.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the economic environment and

introduces learning and search frictions. Section 3 describes the behavior of agents in the

model; we derive the value functions for the worker and the �rms and solve out for the wage

and optimal worker behavior. Section 4 discusses the model�s implications for returns to

experience and the occupational switching probability and Section 5 derives the steady state

distribution of workers by expected productivity. Section 6 discusses the empirical relevance

and predictions of the results, while Section 7 analyzes the e¤ect of high unemployment on

the �ow of output of employed workers. Section 8 examines possible extensions and Section

9 concludes. The appendix contains detailed derivations and proofs.6

5As in Antonovic and Golan (2007).
6The interested reader can also consult the technical appendix to the present paper, which can be found

at http://pantheon.yale.edu/~tp222
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2 The Economy

Time is continuous. There is a population of risk-neutral workers of mass one. Workers are

born and retire at a Poisson rate , so that the total population remains constant. Both �rms

and workers share a common discount rate equal to r. Each worker can be either employed

or unemployed and let his �ow value of leisure/unemployment bene�t while unemployed be

equal to b.

Each worker is endowed with a set of skills, which determine how productive he is in

each occupation. We call each such set of skills a type. If, for example, there are two

occupations in the economy, each type is a two-element vector, where each vector denotes

the worker�s mean productivity in each occupation. One can think of each of these elements

as the productivity resulting from the combination of the di¤erent skills of that particular

worker-type. For instance, it may represent how the worker�s interpersonal, analytical and

organizational skills translate into productivity in this particular occupation.7

Workers draw their type at birth and it remains unchanged throughout their lifetime:

there is no human capital accumulation or learning-by-doing. We examine the case of two

possible types, let�s call them white (w) and blue (b).

There are two occupations, W and B. In Section 8 we discuss how the model is extended

to more than two occupations. Within an occupation, all �rms are identical8 and there is a

large mass of ex ante homogeneous �rms ensuring free entry in each occupation.

When the worker of type � and a �rm in occupation i form a match, they produce

output that depends on the worker�s productivity in that occupation and some i.i.d. shock.

In particular, �ow output is given by:

dY �i
t = a�i dt+ �idZt

where dZt follows a normal with mean zero and variance dt. a�i is the occupation- and

type-speci�c mean, whereas �i is the occupation-speci�c output noise.

2.1 Learning Frictions

We introduce informational frictions into this economy by assuming that neither the worker,

nor the market observe the former�s type. The productivity of each type in each occupation,

7One can also interpret a worker�s occupation-speci�c productivity as capturing both abilities and pref-
erences. For instance a worker may have the ability to perform quantitative tasks, but not enjoy it and put
in the e¤ort, resulting in a low productivity.

8A worker must switch �rms in order to switch occupations. Gathmann and Schönberg (2006), using
German administrative data, report that only 10 percent of switches across 64 occupational groups occur
within the same �rm.
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a�i , is common knowledge and so is output. As we will see in the next section, both parties

will use output observations to make inferences about the worker�s type.

Although they do not perfectly observe their underlying skills, workers are allowed to

have di¤erent initial beliefs about their types. Let p denote the probability that a worker�s

type is white. Each worker draws his initial prior, p, from a beta distribution, g (�). This
initial belief is also shared by the �rms.

Their type will be determined after workers draw their initial belief, with probabilities

given by that outcome: the Bernoulli distribution from which the worker�s type is drawn, is

completely characterized by the initial prior. For example, if a worker�s initial prior is 0:3,

then a separate draw will determine his type, where white will come up with probability 30%

and blue with probability 70%. Thus his initial belief will be informative about his type.

2.2 Search Frictions

Since we wish to explore the impact increased unemployment has on learning, we also in-

troduce search frictions into the model by assuming that it takes time for employed and

unemployed workers to contact �rms. While unemployed, each worker will choose to search

in only one occupation9. Unemployed workers will be matched with �rms at rate �i which we

will take as exogenous for the time being, but which we endogenize in the appendix. Simi-

larly employed workers in occupation i can also contact other �rms, at rate �i�i. Worker-�rm

matches can dissolve either endogenously, when the worker�s posterior hits some trigger (to

be speci�ed later), or exogenously at rate �i, after which the worker becomes unemployed.

These exogenous shocks capture separations that occur for reasons beyond the modeling

assumptions of this paper.

Workers and �rms split the surplus generated by search frictions, using Nash bargaining,

with � 2 [0; 1] denoting the worker�s bargaining power. If an employed worker contacts

another �rm, the �rms engage in an ascending auction to lure the worker as in Moscarini

(2005): �rms make o¤ers of a one time transfer plus the promise to bargain bilaterally after

that. We analyze the behavior of the agents in this situation and the resulting equilibrium

in Section 3.2.

2.3 Productivities: Absolute vs. Comparative Advantage

Assume throughout that a type white (w) worker is more productive in occupationW rather

than in occupation B (awW > awB) and that type blue (b) worker is better in occupation B

9This will be optimal if there is a limited amount of time he can search and there are constant returns to
searching.
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rather than in occupation W (abW < abB). Clearly if both types are more productive in the

same occupation, the worker would always choose it.

If there were no learning frictions, workers would sort according to absolute advantages

as described above. On the other hand, if there was only one occupation, there would only be

learning about the worker�s ability. In a world with two (or more) occupations and imperfect

information, workers sort according to comparative rather than absolute advantage. To see

this, notice that in the absence of search frictions and without taking into account di¤erences

in the speed of learning (discussed in the next section), the worker will choose to work in W

if and only if his expected output in W is higher than in B:

pawW + (1� p) abW > pawB + (1� p) abB ,
p

1� p >
abB � abW
awW � awB

Therefore his occupational choice depends on relative productivities. Even if p is close

to 1, the worker will still choose to work in occupation B if the relative productivity di¤er-

ences across occupations for type blue are large enough compared to those of type white.

Essentially, the worker chooses to work in B, if and only if the relative gain from producing

in that occupation, when his type is blue, is su¢ ciently larger than the relative gain from

working in W , when his type is white. Sorting according to comparative advantage occurs

in a similar fashion when there are three or more occupations.

There are three cases of interest that can arise in the two occupations, two types frame-

work. The �rst is when each worker type is better than the other in the occupation in

which he is more productive: as we assumed above a white type is better in W than in B

(awW > awB), but we moreover assume that he is better than the blue type in W (awW > abW ).

Similarly a blue type, who is more productive in B rather than in W (abW < abB), is now

assumed to be better than a white type in B (awB < a
b
B). This is depicted in Figure 1 which

shows the worker�s expected output in each occupation as a function of his belief. Note

that although expected outputs are equalized for p = 0:4, this does not imply that he will

necessarily be indi¤erent between the two occupations at that point, since di¤erences in the

speed of learning are also important to him.
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Figure 2: Expected Output as a Function of Beliefs

Expected Output in Occupation W
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This becomes more apparent in Figure 2, which depicts the second case: now type white

is not only better in W compared to blue (awW > abW ), but he is also better in B (a
w
B > a

b
B).

In other words the white type has an absolute advantage in both occupations10. In Figure

2, expected productivities are equalized for p = 0:75. As we will see in the next section

however, at that value of the posterior the worker would still prefer to work in occupation

W , because the spread between the output of the two types is larger and therefore output

realizations now reveal more information (assuming that the output noise parameter �i is

the same in both occupations).
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Figure 3: Expected Output as a Function of Beliefs
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10The case where the blue type has an absolute advantage in both occupations is equivalent.
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Finally, Figure 3 depicts the case where there is no learning in one occupation. In this case

occupation B is an absorbing state, since, once the worker enters it, no further information

about his type is revealed (there is no way to distinguish between the two types) and his

posterior no longer changes so he has no incentive to switch again. Notice that at p = 0:5

he will still choose occupation W because of the informational value of working there, even

though his expected �ow output is larger in occupation B.

In the remainder of the paper we will assume that a white type is more productive than

a blue type in occupation W (awW > abW ); whether or not he is also more productive than a

blue type in occupation B will be important for our results.

3 Behavior

3.1 Belief Formation

If there was no output noise (�i = 0), worker and �rms would be able to perfectly observe

the worker�s productivity in occupation i and learn his type, as long as awi 6= abi . If however
�i > 0, they observe it only imperfectly. After noticing �ow output each period, dY �i

t , the

market and the worker both update their belief using Bayes�rule. Since the market shares

the same initial belief as the worker about the latter�s type and output history is perfectly

observable, at no point is there any divergence between the beliefs of the two. The belief, p,

constitutes a su¢ cient statistic of both the worker�s output history as well as his initial belief.

As in Liptser and Shyryaev (1977), using Bayes�rule and Ito�s lemma, the belief process is

reduced to:

dpt = pt (1� pt)
awi � abi
�i

dY �i
t �

�
pta

w
i + (1� pt) abi

�
dt

�i

The change in beliefs will therefore depend on three components: the current variance

in beliefs pt (1� pt), the signal to noise ratio awi �abi
�i

and the normalized di¤erence between

realized and expected �ow output. The higher the variance, the lower the precision of the

current belief and the more likely it is to change. High signal to noise ratio (large di¤erence

in the means and/or low noise), signi�es more informative signals. Finally, a large deviation

between expected and actual output reveals more information, inducing a larger change in

beliefs. Also note that this last term on the right hand side is a standard Wiener process

with respect to the unconditional probability measure over types and signal realizations used

by the agents of this economy.
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3.2 Wage Determination

Since p summarizes the worker�s and the �rm�s beliefs about the worker�s type, it also

captures their expectations regarding the future value of their match and will serve as a

state variable for their values, as well as for the bargained wage. As mentioned above, the

worker�s wage is determined by (continuous) bilateral negotiation between the worker and

the �rm; as the beliefs change about the worker�s type, so will the worker�s wage, as both the

worker and the �rm revise their value of the match�s surplus. The (cooperative) outcome of

this negotiation is by assumption given by Nash bargaining, which dictates that a worker�s

wage in occupation i 2 fW;Bg, given beliefs p about his type, wi (p), is set according to:

wi (p) = argmax
w

[Ji (p)]
1�� [Vi (p)� U (p)]� (1)

where Ji (p) denotes the asset value of the �rm in occupation i, Vi (p) denotes the value of

a worker employed in occupation i and U (p) denotes the value of an unemployed worker,

given beliefs p about the worker�s type.

As mentioned above, when an employed worker contacts another �rm, then the �rms

engage in an ascending auction to lure the worker as in Moscarini (2005): �rms make bids

of a one time transfer plus the promise to bargain bilaterally after that. Let Si (p) denote

the surplus of the match in occupation i11. Since the posterior belief about the worker is

shared by all agents, the value of Si (p) will be common knowledge. Furthermore assume

that worker search activity is not observable by their employer.

Let�s �rst examine the case where the incumbent �rm�s occupation, i, is di¤erent from

the occupation of the poaching �rm, k (i 6= k). In this case, if Sk (p) > Si (p), the poaching
�rm, k, can always outbid the incumbent, i, in a bidding war: the highest possible bid the

incumbent is willing to make is worth Si (p)12 which is strictly less than the maximum bid of

the poaching �rm, Sk (p). The incumbent knows this so he does not even bother bidding and

the worker switches to the poaching �rm; the lump-sum transfer is zero and from then on,

the worker will bargain bilaterally with the �rm over the match�s surplus and receive Vi (p)13.

Alternatively, if Sk (p) < Si (p) the poaching �rm knows it cannot outbid the incumbent so

it never bothers to bid. If Sk (p) = Si (p) the worker stays with the incumbent. The above

strategies constitute a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.

11Here Si (p) = Wi (p) � U (p) + Ji (p) � Pi, where Pi is the value of a un�lled vacancy in occupation i.
Free �rm entry ensures that Pi = 0, i 2 fW;Bg.
12In that case the worker will receive Wi (p), as prescribed by the Nash bargaining problem (eq. (1)) and

Si (p)�Wi (p) as one-time lump sum transfer, e¤ectively capturing the entire surplus of the match.
13Both �rms bidding up to Si (p) and Sk (p) respectively also forms a subgame Nash equilibrium of this

game. However such an equilbrium is not robust to the perturbation of adding a small cost of bidding.
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In the case where a worker receives an o¤er from a �rm in the same occupation, since

he is equally valuable to both of them, adding a small cost for the poaching �rm to enter

an auction will sustain a Nash equilibrium where the worker stays with incumbent with no

retention bonus. Thus the worker will never have incentive to search for a job in the same

occupation.14

In our setup, the solution to the Nash bargaining problem results in the linear sharing

rule:

�Ji (p) = (1� �) [Vi (p)� U (p)] (2)

which provides the necessary condition to determine the worker�s wage15.

3.3 Value Functions and Worker Behavior

In what follows we will assume for simplicity that the job �nding rate is the same for both

occupations �W = �B = �. This assumption ensures that occupational choice and mobility,

as well as wage formation, depend mainly on di¤erences in productivity and speed of learning

across occupations16. In Section 8 we discuss how the model is modi�ed when we allow for

di¤erent job �nding rates across occupations.

The process that governs the change in beliefs is a di¤usion without a drift, so using Ito�s

lemma we can write the �ow value of an employed worker in occupation i 2 fW;Bg as:

rVi (p) = wi (p) +
1

2

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 V 00i (p)

��i [Vi (p)� U (p)]� Vi (p) + �i�max fVk (p)� Vi (p) ; 0g (3)

where r denotes the worker�s and the �rm�s discount rate, Vi (�) is the value of the worker in
occupation i, wi (�) is the occupation-speci�c wage function and U (�) the asset value of an
unemployed worker.

14One can extend the present setup to allow for within-occupation job switches by assuming heterogeneity
in �rm productivities and/or di¤erences in the non-pecuniary bene�ts to the worker.
15Shimer (2006) has shown that with on-the-job search this linear sharing rule may not always be bilaterally

e¢ cient. In particular he has argued that, if Sk (p) > Si (p) the incumbent employer might have incentive
to pay the worker a higher wage in exchange for not searching on the job. However, as Moscarini (2005)
notes, in a framework like the present where job search is costless (and not observed), such a strategy by
the employer cannot work, because the worker would accept the higher wage, but continue to search on the
job, knowing that any poaching �rm can outbid the wage he is currently being paid. Thus in present setup,
the Nash bargaining solution will be bilaterally e¢ cient.
16We do allow occupations to have di¤erent exogenous separation rates and di¤erent job �nding rates for

employed workers, which are also taken into consideration in the worker�s decisions.
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The value of being employed is equal to the wage enjoyed by the worker plus a term

that captures the gains from learning, minus the capital loss resulting from either exogenous

match separation which is realized at rate �i, or retirement occurring at rate , plus any

potential gains from on the job search (as we saw in the previous section, a worker has no

incentive to search in the same occupation). Notice that the value of the learning component

will depend on the signal to noise ratio and the current precision of the agent�s beliefs. In our

model, in contrast to the Jovanovic model, the value of learning extends beyond the duration

of the current occupational match: what the worker (and the market) learns about himself

in occupation i will also be useful if he�s unemployed or employed in another occupation k.

Similarly the �ow value to the �rm of a �lled vacancy in occupation i is given by:

rJi (p) = ai (p)� wi (p) +
1

2

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 J 00i (p)

��iJi (p)� Ji (p)� �i�Ji (p) I fVi (p) < Vk (p)g (4)

where Ji (�) is the asset value of the �rm, ai (p) = paWi + (1� p) aBi is the expected output
given beliefs p about the worker, and I f�g is an indicator function which in this case marks
whether the worker is searching on the job or not. Therefore the �ow value of the �rm is

equal to expected output, minus the wage, plus a term that measures the value of learning

to the �rm, minus the potential capital loss resulting from an exogenous separation, worker

retirement or worker transition to another job. For the �rm, unlike the worker, the value of

learning is limited only to the duration of the current match.

The worker and �rm will mutually decide to separate if the value of the match�s surplus
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becomes zero. For the case of occupationW let p denote the value of the posterior such that

VW
�
p
�
= U

�
p
�
(or equivalently JW

�
p
�
= 0); while p > p the worker prefers being employed

in occupationW to being unemployed (but not necessarily to working in occupation B), but

when p reaches p the worker optimally quits to unemployment. Similarly if we let p denote

the value such that VB (p) = U (p) (or equivalently JB (p) = 0), the worker optimally quits

to unemployment when his p reaches p 17. The optimality of the worker�s decision entails a

smooth pasting condition at p and p. These thresholds can be seen in Figure 4: p is equal to

approximately 0.4, while p equals approximately 0.6. The worker�s value of being employed

in occupation W is always above his value is being unemployed, as long as p > 0:4. As p

converges to 0:4 the di¤erence between the two values shrinks, until they become tangent

(smooth pasting), at which point the worker quits and enters unemployment to search for

the job in occupation B.

The worker�s �ow value of being unemployed is:

rU (p) = b+ �max
i
[Vi (p)� U (p)]� U (p) (5)

the �ow bene�t b, plus the excess value from being employed in occupation i times the job

�nding rate, �, minus the capital loss in case of retirement. Again notice that since workers

are learning about their general human capital, the value of being unemployed is a function

of the worker�s current belief about his type, unlike the Jovanovic model where beliefs are

reset upon separation.

Let bp denote the value of the posterior at which the worker is indi¤erent between searching
for a job in occupation W or B:

VW (bp) = VB (bp)
For p � bp, the worker will search for employment in occupationW while for p < bp, he will

search in occupation B. Note that bp also determines whether an employed worker searches
on the job or not: as beliefs cross bp the relative value of being employed in one occupation
compared to the other changes. In the symmetric case depicted in Figure 4, this is true forbp = 0:5. In the appendix we show that bp is unique.
3.4 Triggers and Wages

We will now describe how we solve for the wage and the worker�s decision rules. For a

complete derivation of all the steps the reader should refer to the appendix. Since the

17In the appendix we show that VW (�)� U (�) (as well as JW (�)) is increasing in p everywhere. Similarly
VB (�)� U (�) (and JB (�)) will be decreasing in p everywhere.
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worker�s behavior changes depending on whether his posterior is to the left or right of bp we
consider each case separately

In equations (2) through (5) we have four unknowns functions: the 3 value functions

and the wage function. After some algebra (see appendix), we can solve for the wage as a

function of the �rm�s value in the case where the worker�s outside option is searching for

another job in his current occupation:

wi (p) = (1� �) (b+ � [Vi (p)� U (p)]) + �ai (p) (6)

+
1

2

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 [� (J 00i (p) + V 00i (p))� V 00i (p)]

The worker�s wage weights his outside option, namely his value of being unemployed b,

plus the option value of search while unemployed, and his inside option. The weights are

given by his bargaining power coe¢ cient, �. Here his inside option is his share of the output

plus his share of match�s total value of learning that is in excess of his own private value.

For example if � (J 00i (p) + V
00
i (p))� V 00i (p) < 0, the worker will compensate his employer for

the additional bene�t he enjoys from learning. Remember that worker�s gain from learning

exceeds the life of the match, while the �rm�s bene�t is limited only to the current match.

To understand better how the asset value of learning is split by the worker and the �rm,

notice that if we substitute in his wage, the worker�s value while employed (eq. (3)) becomes:

(r + )Vi (p) = (1� �) (b+ � [Vi (p)� U (p)])

+�

 
ai (p) +

1

2

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 (J 00i (p) + V 00i (p))

!
��i [Vi (p)� U (p)]

where it is clear how the worker bene�ts only from his bargained share of the value of

learning.

Similarly, in the case where the worker�s outside option di¤ers from his current occupation

his wage is:
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wi (p) = (1� �) (b+ � [Vk (p)� U (p)]) + �ai (p) (7)

+
1

2

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 [� (J 00i (p) + V 00i (p))� V 00i (p)]

��i� [(1� �) (Vk (p)� Vi (p)) + �Ji (p)]

The interpretation is similar to equation (6) above with two di¤erences: the worker�s

outside option is now di¤erent (if unemployed he will look for a job in another occupation)

and his wage is reduced by an amount proportional to his search intensity. When the

worker leaves his current �rm for a �rm in another occupation, the separation is no longer

bilaterally e¢ cient, because there are lost rents for the incumbent �rm. Therefore when the

worker searches on the job, the worker compensates his �rm by an amount that is given by

the weighted average of the worker�s gains, Vk (p)� Vi (p), and the �rm�s losses, Ji (p).
Substituting in for the wage in the �rm�s value in each case results in a di¤erential

equation with respect to Ji (�) in the case where the worker�s outside option is his current
occupation and in the case where it is not:

(r +  + �i + ��) Ji (p) = (1� �) (ai (p)� b) +
r +  + ��

2 (r + )

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 J 00i (p)

(8)

(r +  + �i + �i�) Ji (p) = (1� �) (ai (p)� b) +
��

2 (r + )

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 J 00k (p)

+
1

2

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 J 00i (p)� �� (1� �i) Jk (p) (9)

Using the boundary conditions JW (p) ; JB (p) <1;8p we can solve the di¤erential equa-
tion for the asset value of the �rm in the case where i = W and p � bp:

JW (p) =
(1� �) (aW (p)� b)
r +  + �W + ��

+ CW
1 p

1
2 (1� p)

1
2

�
1� p
p

� 1
2

r
4+hW
hW

(10)

as well as for the case where i = B and p � bp:
JB (p) =

(1� �) (aB (p)� b)
r +  + �B + ��

+ CB
2 p

1
2 (1� p)

1
2

�
p

1� p

� 1
2

r
4+hB
hB

(11)

where hi = 1
2

r++��
(r++�i+��)(r+)

�
awi �abi
�i

�2
and CW

1 and CB
2 are undetermined coe¢ cients.
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Now we can substitute in for Jk (p) in equation (9) and using the condition that JW
�
p
�
=

0 and J 0W
�
p
�
= 0 for occupation W (JB (p) = 0 and J 0B (p) = 0 for occupation B), we are

able to solve the resulting di¤erential equations (resulting expressions in the appendix).

To complete the solution of the value functions and the worker�s decision rules we need

to pin down the value of the 5 remaining unknowns: the 3 triggers, p; p and bp, as well as the
2 yet undetermined coe¢ cients CW

1 and CB
2 . We need 5 conditions to do so. Optimality of

searching behavior while unemployed, VW (bp) = VB (bp), provides the one of these conditions.
The remaining 4 are given by continuity of the total value of the match (Vi (�) + Ji (�)) at bp,
as well as continuity of its �rst derivative, for each occupation. The solution of the resulting

non-linear system of 5 equations and 5 unknowns allows us to fully characterize both the

wage for every occupation and value of the posterior, as well as the optimal behavior of the

worker.

Proposition 1 An unemployed worker searches for a job in occupation W if his posterior

belief of being type w is greater than bp and in occupation B if his posterior is less. bp also
determines the worker�s search behavior on the job. He quits his job in occupation W when p

reaches p and in occupation B when p hits p. The value of a �rm employing a worker who is

not searching on the job is given by (10) and (11) for occupations W and B respectively and

by (17) and (18) (of the appendix) respectively when the worker is searching on the job. In

the �rst case the worker�s wage is given by (6) and in the second by (7). Finally the values

of the 3 triggers p; p and bp, and the 2 undetermined coe¢ cients CW
1 and CB

2 are determined

by the solution of the system of equations (19)-(23), also in the appendix.

4 Returns to Experience and Probability of Occupa-

tional Switching

Workers are expected to learn their type over time, since output signals are informative.

Although a worker�s posterior belief is a martingale, if we condition on his true type, his

posterior is either strictly increasing or decreasing in expectation. For example, for the case

of a type w worker in occupation i:

E (pt+�tjtrue type is w) = pt + pt (1� pt)2
�
awi � abi
�i

�2
�t > pt = E (pt)

In other words, if his true type is w, his posterior will converge in expectation to one almost

surely. Similarly the belief of a blue worker will converge to zero.

Since market production contains information about the worker�s type, this information is
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incorporated in the priors and the true type is slowly revealed. For example if a white worker

is employed in occupation B, as output realizations reveal information, the posterior about

the worker�s type is expected to rise and will eventually switch to working in occupation

W , either by on-the-job search or quitting to unemployment. Similarly for a blue worker

employed in occupation W .

Lemma 2 Conditional on his true type, in expectation the worker�s posterior is strictly
increasing over time when his type is w and decreasing when it is b.

Therefore workers are expected to learn their true type over time and self-select into the

occupation they perform best.

In the case where no worker has an absolute advantage (awB < abB), which is depicted

in Figure (1), the worker�s expected output will increase over time and so will the value of

the match�s surplus. White workers will eventually self-select to occupation W , while blue

workers will switch to occupation B. Their expected output will increase and in general so

will their wage. To see this, notice that the value of the match�s surplus is essentially equal to

the value of output that it produces, plus the value of learning. As long as output increases

in expectation, so will the surplus and therefore so will the worker�s wage. We cannot prove

however that the wage will be universally increasing in expectation. It is possible for example

that for some parameter values, in some regions of p, as p approaches 0 or 1, the decline

in the value of learning is larger than the increase in expected output (in expectation). In

those cases, the worker�s wage may decline, before it picks up again (it is not possible that

the wage is universally declining). In the estimation of the model (Papageorgiou, 2007), we

show that the model does indeed produce an upward sloping wage-age pro�le.

In the case however where a white worker type is better at both occupations (awB > a
b
B),

as in Figure 2, expected output will increase only for the white workers. In this case, we

expect only white types to enjoy positive returns to experience, while blue types will see

their wage decline over time, as their type is revealed. Now the wage decline masks what

would be an even worse outcome should the blue worker stay in occupation W .

Furthermore, the occupational probability switching rate falls with experience: as long a

worker in occupationW is above bp (below bp for occupation B), the instantaneous probability
of switching occupations is zero; he would never accept an o¤er from another �rm in the

other occupation and if he were to become unemployed exogenously, he would search for

a job in the same occupation. Once his p crosses bp, the instantaneous probability jumps,
since now he is searching on the job and switches occupations at rate �i� and if his match is

destroyed due to a �i shock, he will search for a job in occupation B. Of course, when p hits p

(p when employed in B), he quits and searches for a job in the other occupation. Therefore,
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since beliefs are expected to converge to zero or one, occupational mobility declines with

labor market experience. The greater a worker�s employment history, the more likely it is

that he will have self-selected into the occupation that he is most productive.

5 Aggregation

Summarizing worker behavior: if unemployed, a worker will look for a job in occupation W ,

if his posterior, p, is greater than bp and in occupation B otherwise. In both occupations he

lands a job at rate �. While employed in W , he will optimally quit if and when p hits p,

unless the match gets hit by an exogenous shock �W and is dissolved. If while employed,

p falls below bp he starts searching on the job and is matched with a �rm in occupation B

at rate �W�. Similarly if employed in occupation B he will optimally quit if p reaches p,

conditional on not having been hit by a �B shock. Again if p exceeds bp he searches on the job
for another match in occupation W , which materializes at rate �B�. Finally he exogenously

retires at rate , regardless of whether he is employed or unemployed.

Since the process for the beliefs is Markovian, the stationary distribution will be ergodic.

Let Fi (p) denote the population of workers employed in occupation i whose posterior prob-

ability of being of a white type is less than p (thus fi (p) denotes the population density of

employed workers in occupation i). Similarly Zi(p) is the population of those unemployed

who are looking for a job in occupation i whose posterior probability of being a white type is

less than p and zi (p) denotes the corresponding population density of unemployed workers

in occupation i.

Following Karlin and Taylor (1981) (chapter 15), the Kolmogorov forward equation for

occupation W for every p � p and p 6= p is given by:

0 =
dfW (p)

dt
=
d2

dp2

"
1

2

�
awW � abW
�W

�2
p2 (1� p)2 fW (p)

#
� �WfW (p)� fW (p) + �zW (p)

��W�fW (p) I fp < bpg+ �B�fB (p) I fbp � p � pg (12)

This equation ensures that �ows in and out of every p 6= p in the distribution of employed
workers in occupation W are equal. The �rst term captures the net change in p caused by

workers moving into p from the right and left of that point, as well as those workers moving

away from p. The second and third term measure the out�ow from p resulting exogenous job

destruction and worker retirement shocks respectively, whereas the fourth term captures the

in�ow of new workers from unemployment at p. Finally the last two terms re�ect the out�ow
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from p of workers to other jobs in occupation B and the worker in�ow from occupation B

to newly created matches in occupation W at p.

Similarly we can write the Kolmogorov forward equation for occupation B. We would

like to use these two equations and solve out the resulting system for fW (�) and fB (�).
However we �rst need to solve out for the population density of unemployed workers in each

occupation i, zi (�). To do so we make use of the condition that in the steady state, �ows in
and out of every p in the distributions of unemployed workers must equal. Therefore those

searching for a job in occupation W , for every p � bp and p 6= p:
�WfW (p) + �BfB (p) + g (p) = �zW (p) + zW (p) (13)

The �rst two terms on the left hand side represent the in�ow to unemployment due to

exogenous match destruction shocks from occupations W and B respectively, whereas the

third represents for the in�ow of newly born workers at p. The two terms on the right hand

side account for the exit of workers from p because they either �nd a job or they retire.

Using this condition, we can easily substitute out for zW (p). Similarly we can write the

corresponding condition for those unemployed in occupation B.

After solving out for zW (�) and zB (�) we can substitute them into the two forward

equations and derive a system of second order di¤erential equations, with respect to fW (�)
and fB (�). The resulting solution contains 12 undetermined coe¢ cients and we make use
of 12 conditions to pin them down. For more details on the solution, the interested reader

should refer to the appendix in the present paper, as well as the technical appendix found

at the author�s website.18

In the appendix, we also show that the distribution of workers�posteriors in occupation

W (B) will feature a fat right (left) Pareto tail, if  >
�
awW�abW
�W

�2
�+

�W+�+
or  >

�
awW�abW
�W

�2
( >

�
awB�abB
�B

�2
) approximately. Otherwise, it will be increasing as p goes to 0 or 1.

These conditions have an intuitive economic explanation: since beliefs are reset only upon

retirement, if the speed of learning in the occupation is slower than the retirement rate,

worker�s beliefs are less likely to reach the extremes of the support before being forced to

reset. Furthermore we derive conditions under which the within occupations cross-sectional

distribution of wages features a fat, Pareto-type tail.

18Currently at http://pantheon.yale.edu/~tp222
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6 Discussion

Before we proceed to investigate the impact of increased unemployment on output per worker

we discuss some of the model�s implications and assumptions. In our economy, returns to

experience and wage dispersion are not the result of heterogeneity across workers in their

observed ability levels (human capital accumulation). Although there are search frictions in

this model, they neither are the driving force behind generated wage dynamics and dispersion

as is the case in e.g. the Burdett and Mortensen (1998) model. On the contrary, here returns

to experience and wage dispersion capture both learning, as well as the selection of workers

into activities they �t best. Even though a worker performs di¤erently across occupations,

previous work experience is an important determinant of the current wage. Even in the case

of an exogenous match destruction, the wage in the new job will continue to re�ect all the

accumulated knowledge about the worker�s type.

It is important to notice that if we assume a one-dimensional ability level, returns to

labor market experience may be negative for the truly low ability workers, whereas in the

alternative case, where some workers perform better in one occupation and others at another,

all workers enjoy positive returns to experience in expectation. This is a potentially testable

implication of the model that allows one to distinguish between the two cases.19

As noted in the Introduction, the model predicts that at any given time there are simulta-

neous and o¤setting �ows to and from each occupation: at any one time workers exit a given

occupation because they realize they are more productive elsewhere, while simultaneously,

other workers enter it because they have come to believe it may be a good �t for them. Given

the growing empirical evidence that points to the excess of gross worker �ows over the net20,

this prediction contrasts sharply with models that assume that workers switch occupations

because of occupational productivity shocks that a¤ect all workers in the same way.

Furthermore, we are able to obtain closed-form expressions for the cross-sectional distri-

bution of worker posteriors in each occupations and show that under certain conditions that

they feature Pareto-type tails. Moreover we show that under certain conditions, the wage

distribution of both occupations will feature a fat right tail. Therefore our setup is poten-

tially capable of capturing the well-documented shape of the empirical wage distribution and

account for the observed wage inequality.

Search in our framework, although undirected within an occupation, is directed between

occupations: workers make their choice, based on their expected productivity in each occu-

pation and the speed of learning. Therefore occupational choice is not random, as would

19The results of the model�s structural estimation (Papageorgiou, 2007) favor the case where each worker-
type is the most productive in his or her occupation.
20Murphy and Topel (1987), Jovanovic and Mo¢ tt (1990), Kambourov and Manovskii (2006).
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be the case in a model in which occupational match is an experience good and a worker�s

productivity in a given occupation is independent of his productivity in another occupation.

Such a model would suggest that in the occupational transition matrix created from the data,

all the o¤-diagonal elements would be approximately equal, whereas the model described in

the present paper implies that from a given occupation, transitions to certain occupations

are more likely than to others. In the occupational transition matrices in McCall (1990) and

Kambourov and Manovskii (2006), there are noticeable divergences among the o¤-diagonal

elements, indicating that switches to some occupations are more likely than to others, from

a given occupation. Gathmann and Schönberg (2006) also �nd that the current occupation

a¤ects future occupational choices.

Some assumptions of the model require some consideration. First of all, there are no

information asymmetries in our setup: both the worker and the market have the same

amount of information regarding the former�s type. In reality however, one would expect

a degree of informational asymmetry between both the incumbent �rm and other �rms, as

well as between the worker and the market. Let us examine each case separately.

We do not view the assumption of no informational discrepancy between the incumbent

and the other �rms as particularly restrictive; in most occupations a worker�s CV contains

su¢ cient information to largely bridge the informational gap between the incumbent and a

poaching �rm. For example an architect�s CV contains all the relevant information about

his previous work, in order to allow a third party to make an informed estimate of his

ability. Furthermore, the incumbent �rm�s actions also reveal information regarding the

worker�s abilities (e.g. promotions, bonuses, �ring etc). Furthermore, recent results by

Schönberg (2007) who tests for asymmetric employer learning, show that this assumption

is not particularly restrictive.21 Given the above we conclude that the additional level of

realism asymmetric information would lend to the model does not warrant the additional

technical complexity that would be required.22

A potentially more severe limitation of the model is that it assumes that the worker and

the market have the same information. For example, Holmstrom (1999) has argued that if

a worker has superior information about his type, he might take actions that in�uence the

market�s learning process. Alternatively one might think that the market can better assess

the �t of a young, inexperienced worker in each occupation. The extension of the present

model to include information asymmetries is an interesting, but challenging question that is

left for future research. Equally important would be an empirical investigation on the extent

21Pinkston (2006) �nds evidence of public learning as experience increases and asymmetric learning as the
length of the employment spell increases.
22For an example of a 3-period labor market model with �rm asymmetric information the interested reader

should refer to Eeckhout (2006).
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of asymmetric information between the worker and the market about the former�s aptitudes,

which to this day remains an open question.

Another potential limitation of the model is that it does not generate job-to-job transi-

tions within the same occupation. Since the worker is equally valuable to all �rms in the

same occupation, there is no incentive for him to switch. However this is not an inher-

ent shortcoming of the model and can be amended by extending the model to allow for

heterogeneity in labor demand within each occupation.

7 The Productivity Cost of High Unemployment

Our model provides an appropriate framework to investigate the impact increased unemploy-

ment may have on labor allocation. In the early 1970s several European countries experienced

large increases in their unemployment rate that persisted for many years. This is depicted

in Figure 5, which shows the average European unemployment rate since 1960. Although

much research has focused on identifying the causes23, little attention has been paid to the

costs of high unemployment on the allocation of labor resources. Clearly an increase in the

percentage of workers not employed will decrease output produced. Nevertheless, we will

argue here that there is an additional cost for workers who are employed.

Figure 5, EU15 Unemployment Rate, since 1960

Source, OECD database (Blanchard, 2006)

Using our framework, one can observe that an by reducing the time each worker spends

23For an overview of the literature and evolution of ideas on the sources of the increased, the interested
reader may refer to Blanchard (2006).
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employed, there is less overall learning and sorting in economy. Workers on average are now

more unsure about their abilities and therefore more likely to be employed in an occupation

that does not match their talents.

To explore this issue further and assess the magnitude of the costs involved, we will use

the parameter values generated by the model�s structural estimation in Papageorgiou (2007).

In that paper we use the 1996 panel of Survey of Income and Program Participation and

partition the occupations into white collar jobs (W ) and blue collar jobs (B). We only use

data on workers up to 45 years of age, who have a high school degree, but not a bachelor�s.

In our estimation we use information from the within-occupation wage distributions, as well

as worker �ows to and from unemployment and across occupations.

The thought experiment we perform in this exercise is to simulate an increase in the US

unemployment rate in 1996, similar to the one that occurred in Europe in the early 1970s. If

one believes that the fundamental structure of the two economies is not too di¤erent, then

our estimated cost will provide a good approximation for the true cost su¤ered by Europe

during those decades.

Table 1

� = 0:36 � = 0:12 � = 0:36

�W = 0:008; �B = 0:01 �W = 0:008; �B = 0:01 �W = 0:036; �B = 0:036

Unemployment Rate 3.6% 10% 10%

Output 10.89 10.06 10.08

Output per worker 11.29 11.17 11.19

Percent Mismatched 31.77% 32.12% 32.03%

Table 1 presents the results of our exercise. Our baseline estimates, in column 1, imply

an unemployment rate of approximately 3.6%. Hourly output in this economy is $10.89

(total population has mass 1), whereas hourly output per employed worker is $11.29. The

percentage of workers whose "true", but unobserved, talents do not match perfectly the

requirements of their current occupation (mismatched), is 31.77%.

Since, the evidence from European countries shows that most of the increase in unemploy-

ment is due to a decrease in the job-�nding rate, rather than an increase in the separations

rates, we appropriately reduce the unemployed workers�estimated job �nding rate, to gen-

erate an unemployment level of 10%. Not surprisingly, total output falls substantially, to

$10.06 per hour, mainly because fewer workers are employed and producing output. How-

ever, output per employed worker also drops to $11.17 per hour, approximately 1% lower

than before. As noted earlier, because workers now spend more time unemployed, there is
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less learning and therefore workers are mismatched more often. Indeed the percentage of

mismatched workers has grown to 32.12%, con�rming our intuition.

We should point out that this decrease in worker productivity by 1% annually, may imply

a sizeable welfare loss. If the increased unemployment rates persist for many years, as they

have for many countries, the total amount of lost output can be quite substantial. This cost

is in addition to the decline in total output caused by lower utilization of the productive

resources.

Some of the increase in the mismatch rate is also the result of the change in workers�

behavior. Employed workers who believe they are in an occupation that does not match

their talents (i.e. those close to the triggers, p and p), will now be less willing to quit to

unemployment and look for a job in the other occupation, since they are likely to be un-

employed for a longer time. To investigate the importance of this mechanism, instead of

lowering the job-�nding rate, �, we increase the rates of exogenous separations, �W and �B
in order to generate similar levels of high unemployment. The results, which are presented

in the third column, indicate that the magnitude of the loss in output per worker is quan-

titatively similar. Therefore we conclude that this mechanism, although present, is not as

quantitatively important as the decline in learning.

Figure 6
Total and Youth Unemployment Rates (2004)
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We should note that in this exercise, we have assumed that the rate at which unemployed

workers �nd jobs does not vary across workers. In reality there is certainly heterogeneity

in the time it takes workers to locate employment. Perhaps the most striking di¤erence

is observed across age groups. As shown in Figure 6, young workers have much larger

unemployment rates than older ones. However they are also the ones who bene�t from

learning the most: since they are the more unsure about their skills compared to more

experienced workers, they are more likely to �nd themselves in the "wrong" occupation. If

25



the increase in the unemployment rate a¤ects this group harder, then the misallocation of

the economy�s productive resources will be more severe. We should therefore consider our

estimate above as a lower bound on the true productivity cost of high unemployment.

Our results also contribute to the debate on the impact of increased unemployment insur-

ance on resource allocation. Both Acemoglu and Shimer (1999) and Marimon and Zilibotti

(1999) have illustrated mechanisms under which an increase in unemployment insurance can

lead to improved resource allocation24. If however the increase in unemployment insurance

leads to a higher unemployment rate, then the above exercise has shown that it can also lead

to a deterioration in the allocation of workers across productive activities. Our results may

partly explain why most empirical studies25 have had di¢ culty detecting the positive impact

of unemployment insurance on the match quality that had been previously presumed.

8 Extensions

It is relatively straightforward to extend the model to include three or more occupations. In

the three occupation case for example, each worker type is characterized by a three element

vector denoting his productivity in each occupation respectively26. All of the main results

will go through in this case as well: although each occupation values his skills di¤erently,

overall work experience will be an important determinant of the worker�s wage. If di¤erent

worker types have an absolute advantage in di¤erent occupations, then all workers will

enjoy positive returns to labor market experience in expectation. On the other hand, if

one type of worker performs better in all occupations, then again some workers will face

negative returns to tenure as their type is revealed to be the low ability one. Of course,

search between occupations will still be directed and will depend on the worker�s previous

employment history. Moreover, occupational mobility will be negatively correlated with

employment experience, since workers will eventually self-select to the occupation at which

they perform best.

We can also extend the model to include di¤erent job �nding rates across occupations.

This would however add an additional level of complexity to analysis: with di¤erent job

�nding rates, it may be optimal for an unemployed worker to obtain a job in the occupation

with a high job �nding rate and immediately start looking for a job, while employed, in

24In Acemoglu and Shimer (1999) increased unemployment insurance encourages risk averse workers to
apply for higher quality jobs which are more di¢ cult to obtain. Marimon and Zilibotti (1999) show how
unemployment insurance can act as a search subsidy that allows workers to obtain more suitable jobs.
25See for example van Ours and Vodopivec (2006) and references therein.
26One must assume that no occupation is dominated by the other two for at least one value of the posterior,

so that any point in time all occupations have a positive mass of workers.
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another occupation. In that case bp would still determine when the worker decides to search
on the job, but there would be a di¤erent threshold that characterizes his search decision

if unemployed. If the di¤erence in the job �nding rates is small however this behavior will

not be optimal, because the cost of searching on the job (decreased search e¢ ciency) will

outweigh the bene�t and the worker will prefer to look for a job directly in the occupation

he is interested in.

The setup introduced here can also be extended to allow for general human capital accu-

mulation. For instance, one can assume that the worker�s productivity in each occupation,

as well as his �ow value of unemployment, b, increases at some constant rate, as in Bagger

et al. (2007). In this case the increase in wages would re�ect learning-by-doing, as well as

learning about unobserved talents and improved occupational choice.27

9 Conclusion

We have introduced a labor market model where workers learn about themselves and even-

tually self-select into occupations they perform best. We show that this type of learning has

implications on several aspects of labor markets. For instance, it o¤ers an economic inter-

pretation for the decline in the occupational switching probability as workers grow older.

Furthermore we propose an explanation for the large bidirectional �ows across occupations

observed in the data. Our framework provides insights regarding the wage inequality and

can also replicate the observed shape of the wage distribution, including its fat right tail.

We also show that learning about unobserved abilities can provide an explanation for the

increase in the workers�wages over their lifetime.

We use our setup to investigate whether the interaction of search and learning frictions can

lead to further decreases in output. An increase in the unemployment rate by approximately

6.5% is found to reduce output per employed worker by approximately 1%, mostly due to

the increased misallocation of labor resources across productive activities. These results

have important implications regarding policy analysis. For instance, any policy prescription

that can alleviate search frictions will also have a positive impact on worker productivity.

Furthermore, our results have raised questions regarding the e¤ectiveness of unemployment

insurance in improving labor resource allocation. On the contrary, temporary jobs and

employment subsidies could provide valuable labor market experience, especially to young

workers, thus allowing them to learn their abilities faster and self-select in the occupations

they �t best.

Aggregation in our setup is analytically tractable and we are able to provide closed-form

27Occupational mobility, however, would be driven exclusively by the latter type of learning.
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expressions for the distribution of workers by expected productivity, as well as worker �ows

across occupations and to and from unemployment. This greatly facilitates an empirical

implementation of the model which can provide important insights regarding the quantita-

tive importance of the model�s implications. This task is taken up in a companion paper

(Papageorgiou, 2007), where we show that our framework can quantitatively account for the

within-occupation wage distributions, the relative occupational shares in employment, the

decline with age in the probability of occupational switching, as well as a sizeable part of

the observed returns to experience.
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Appendix

A Wage and Trigger Derivation

As is standard in learning problems, the value functions of the worker and the �rm are

weakly convex in beliefs p; for the case of an employed worker for example it is true that

E (Vi (p)) � Vi (p) = Vi (E (p)). The equality holds because from the worker�s point of view,

beliefs are a martingale (if they were expected to go up or down, the worker would not

have fully incorporated all available information when updating his prior); the inequality is

true because additional information allows the worker to make decisions that improve his

situation. For example, if tomorrow�s prior decreases, the worker can start searching on

the job and achieve higher utility (revealed preference). It therefore follows from Jensen�s

inequality that V (�) is a convex function of beliefs. The same argument ensures that Ji (�)
and U (�) are also convex.
Furthermore, JW (�) will be globally increasing in p. To see this, remember that JW (p) �

0 8p, JW
�
p
�
= 0 and J 0W

�
p
�
= 0. Since JW (�) is convex, then it must be increasing

everywhere. Intuitively, for ep slightly larger than p, JW (ep) > 0, and thus it must be increasing
in that region. Convexity ensures that it is increasing everywhere. Similarly we can show

that JB (�) is decreasing in p.
To see that the threshold bp is unique, remember that it is de�ned from VW (bp)�U (bp) =

VB (bp)�U (bp). However from the Nash bargaining solution we know that �Ji (p) = (1� �) [Vi (p)� U (p)]
, Vi (p)� U (p) = �

1��Ji (p). Monotonicity and convexity of Ji (�) and therefore of Vi (p)�
U (p), implies that VW (p) � U (p) and VB (p) � U (p) cross at most once. The assumption
that lim

p!0
VB (p) > lim

p!0
VW (p) and that lim

p!1
VW (p) > lim

p!1
VB (p) (a type worker-type is better

in a white-collar job, whereas a blue worker-type is more productive in a blue-collar job),

ensures that they cross exactly once.

We will now derive the solution to the value functions and the triggers.

Let�s start with the case where the worker�s outside option is the occupation he is cur-

rently employed in, hence i = k.

Now equations (3) through (5) become:

rVi (p) = wi (p) +
1

2

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 V 00i (p) (3�)

��i [Vi (p)� U (p)]� Vi (p)
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rJi (p) = ai (p)� wi (p) +
1

2

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 J 00i (p) (4�)

��iJi (p)� Ji (p)

rU (p) = b+ � [Vi (p)� U (p)]� U (p) (5�)

We subtract the worker�s value of being unemployed (eq. (5�)) from his value of being

employed (eq. (3�)) and multiply through by (1� �):

(1� �) r (Vi (p)� U (p)) = (1� �) (wi (p)� b) +
1

2
(1� �)

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 V 00i (p)

��i (1� �) [Vi (p)� U (p)]�  (1� �)Vi (p)
�� (1� �) [Vi (p)� U (p)] +  (1� �)U (p)

We similarly multiply the asset value of a �lled vacancy (eq. (4�)) by �:

�rJi (p) = �ai (p)� �wi (p) +
1

2
�

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 J 00i (p)

���iJi (p)� �Ji (p)

We then subtract the above two equations and using the surplus sharing condition (eq.

(2)) we obtain:

wi (p)� (1� �) b+
1

2
(1� �)

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 V 00i (p)

�� (1� �) [Vi (p)� U (p)]� �ai (p)�
1

2
�

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 J 00i (p) = 0,

wi (p) = �ai (p) + (1� �) b+ ��Ji (p)�
1

2
(1� �)

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 V 00i (p)

+
1

2
�

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 J 00i (p) (14)

Using the surplus sharing condition once again:
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�J 00i (p) = (1� �) (V 00i (p)� U 00 (p))

V 00i (p) =
�

1� �J
00
i (p) + U

00 (p) (15)

However from the value of the unemployed worker (eq. (5�)), we have:

U (p) =
b

r +  + �
+

�

r +  + �
Vi (p))

U 00 (p) =
�

r +  + �
V 00i (p)

Substituting out for U 00 (p) in equation (15) results in:

V 00i (p) =
�

1� �J
00
i (p) +

�

r + �+ 
V 00i (p))

V 00i (p) =
�

1� �
r +  + �

r + 
J 00i (p) (16)

We can now substitute out for V 00i (p) in equation (14) and obtain the wage as a function

of Ji (�) only:

wi (p) = �ai (p) + (1� �) b+ ��Ji (p)�
1

2
�

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 r +  + �

r + 
J 00i (p)

+
1

2
�

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 J 00i (p)

, wi (p) = �ai (p) + (1� �) b+ ��Ji (p)�
��

2 (r + )

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 J 00i (p)

The alternative expression for the wage (eq. (6)) can be derived by using equation (14)

above and the surplus sharing condition (eq. (2)).

Replacing the wage into the value of the �rm function (eq. (4�)) produces a di¤erential

equation with respect to Ji (�) (eq. (8) in the main text):

(r + �i +  + ��) Ji (p) = (1� �) (ai (p)� b) +
r +  + ��

2 (r + )

�
awi � abi
�i

�2
p2 (1� p)2 J 00i (p)
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The general solution to the above di¤erential equation is:

Ji (p) =
(1� �) (ai (p)� b)
r +  + �i + ��

+ Ci
1p

1
2
� 1
2

r
4+hi
hi (1� p)

1
2
+ 1
2

r
4+hi
hi

+Ci
2p

1
2
+ 1
2

r
4+hi
hi (1� p)

1
2
� 1
2

r
4+hi
hi

where hi = 1
2

r++��
(r++�i+��)(r+)

�
awi �abi
�i

�2
and Ci

1 and C
i
2 are undetermined coe¢ cients. For the

case of i = W , when p! 1, lim
p!1
Ci
2p

1
2
+ 1
2

r
4+hi
hi (1� p)

1
2
� 1
2

r
4+hi
hi = Ci

2 �1 � lim
p!1

(1� p)
1
2
� 1
2

r
4+hi
hi =

1 because since hi > 0, then
q

4+hi
hi

> 1, so 1
2

�
1�

q
4+hi
hi

�
< 0. However since the pro�ts

of the �rm are bounded from above by the total value of the surplus when the worker is

known to be type white which is �nite, it must be the case that CW
2 = 0. A similar argument

for i = B and p! 0 leads to CB
1 = 0.

Therefore for p � bp for the case of occupation W , we obtain equation (10) in the main
text and for p � bp and occupation B we are left with equation (11).
The case where the worker�s occupation of choice if unemployed di¤ers from his current

one (i 6= k) is a somewhat more involved and we analyze it the technical appendix to this
paper. The resulting expressions for the asset value of the �rm are the following.

For occupation W and p < bp:
JW (p) =

r +  + �W + �W��
awW�abW
�W

�2
lWB

p
1
2 (1� p)

1
2 �
Z p

p

h
�WB� + �WBC

B
2 �

�WB (1� �)1��WB + cWB

i
(� (1� �))�

3
2

�
 �

1� �
�

p

1� p

�lWB

�
�

�

1� �
1� p
p

�lWB

!
d� (17)

where lWB =
s

1
4
+ 2(r++�W+�W�)�

aw
W
�ab

W
�W

�2 , cWB =
1��

r++�W+�W�

�
�� (1� �W )

(abB�b)
r++�B+��

�
�
abW � b

��
,

�WB =
1��

r++�W+�W�

�
�� (1� �W )

awB�abB
r++�B+��

�
�
awW � abW

��
,

�WB = � ��
r++�W+�W�

�
r++�B+��
r++��

�
awW�abW
awB�abB

�B
�W

�2
� (1� �W )

�
and �WB =

1
2
+ 1

2

q
4+hB
hB
:

Similarly, for the case of occupation B and p > bp:
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JB (p) =
r +  + �B + �B��

awB�abB
�B

�2
lBW

p
1
2 (1� p)

1
2 �
Z p

p

h
�BW � + �BWC

W
1 �

�BW (1� �)1��BW + cBW
i
(� (1� �))�

3
2

�
 �

1� �
�

p

1� p

�lBW
�
�

�

1� �
1� p
p

�lBW!
d� (18)

where lBW =
s

1
4
+ 2(r++�B+�B�)�

aw
B
�ab

B
�B

�2 and cBW = 1��
r++�B+�B�

�
�� (1� �B)

(abW�b)
r++�W+��

�
�
abB � b

��
,

�BW = 1��
r++�B+�B�

�
�� (1� �B)

awW�abW
r++�W+��

�
�
awB � abB

��
,

�BW = � ��
r++�B+�B�

�
r++�W+��
r++��

�
awB�abB
awW�abW

�W
�B

�2
� (1� �B)

�
and �BW = 1

2
� 1

2

q
4+hW
hW

.

Finally, to pin down the values of p, p, bp, CW
1 and CB

2 we will use the 5 conditions

mentioned in the main text. Straightforward derivations imply that they can be rewritten

as follows:

lim
p!bp�JW (p) = lim

p!bp+JW (p) (19)

lim
p!bp�JB (p) = lim

p!bp+JB (p) (20)

JW (bp) = JB (bp) (21)

lim
p!bp� (V 0W (p) + J 0W (p)) = lim

p!bp+ (V 0W (p) + J 0W (p)) (22)

lim
p!bp� (V 0B (p) + J 0B (p)) = lim

p!bp+ (V 0B (p) + J 0B (p)) (23)

B Endogenizing the Job Finding Rate

In order to close the model we need to endogenize the worker�s job �nding rate �i. We

assume that in each occupation i, matches are randomly formed according to an increasing,

concave and homogenous of degree one matching function m (pi; vi), where pi is the mass of

workers (employed or unemployed) petitioning for a job in occupation i and vi is the mass of

occupation i vacancies. Unemployed workers will be matched with �rms at rate �i =
m(pi;vi)

pi
.

Each �rm can post a vacancy at �ow cost cvi, which earns no revenue while empty.

Since on the job searching is less e¢ cient, the e¤ective mass of workers searching for a

job in each occupation is equal to:
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pW =

Z 1

bp zW (p) dp+ �B
Z p

bp fB (p) dp
pB =

Z bp
0

zB (p) dp+ �W

Z bp
p

fW (p) dp

A �rm in occupation W contacts a worker at rate m(pW ;vW )
vW

, so the value of an un�lled

vacancy in occupation W , PW will equal:

PW = �cvW +
m (pW ; vW )

vW

Z 1

bp JWW (p) zW (p) dp+
m (pW ; vW )

vW
�B

Z p

bp JWW (p) fB (p) dp

Therefore the asset value of a vacancy is equal to its �ow cost plus the expected value of

�lled posting, when it contacts a worker. Note that because on the job search has a di¤erent

e¤ectiveness, the e¤ective mass of potential workers is �i times the mass of the employed

searchers.

Similarly for occupation B:

PB = �cvB +
m (pB; vB)

vB

Z bp
0

JBB (p) zB (p) dp+
m (pB; vB)

vB
�W

Z bp
p

JBB (p) fW (p) dp

Free �rm entry and exit ensures that Pi = 0 and therefore:

cvW =
m (pW ; vW )

vW

Z 1

bp JWW (p) zW (p) dp+
m (pW ; vW )

vW
�B

Z p

bp JWW (p) fB (p) dp

and:

cvB =
m (pB; vB)

vB

Z bp
0

JBB (p) zB (p) dp+
m (pB; vB)

vB
�W

Z bp
p

JBB (p) fW (p) dp

The above two conditions pin down the equilibrium mass of un�lled vacancies in each

occupation and therefore the workers�job �nding rate, thus closing the model.

Note that in the derivations of the preceding sections we assumed that �W = �B = � to

simplify the steady state analysis; however this assumption should not be very restrictive,

since worker behavior does not diverge much for small di¤erences in the job �nding rates. A

possible extension of the model with di¤erent job �nding rates across occupations is discussed
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in Section 8.

C Aggregation

The Kolmogorov forward in occupation B, for every p � p and p 6= p is given by:

0 =
dfB (p)

dt
=
d2

dp2

"
1

2

�
awB � abB
�B

�2
p2 (1� p)2 fB (p)

#
� �BfB (p)� fB (p) + �zB (p)

��B�fB (p) I fbp � pg+ �W�fW (p) I �p � p < bp	 (24)

Furthermore, the corresponding condition (13) for unemployed workers in occupation B,

is that for every p < bp and p 6= p:
�WfW (p) + �BfB (p) + g (p) = �zB (p) + zB (p) (25)

We then use eq.(13) and (25) to solve out for zW (p) and zB (p) respectively and after

substituting them into the two forward equations (12) and (24), we derive the following

system of di¤erential equations:

d2

dp2

"
1

2

�
awW � abW
�W

�2
p2 (1� p)2 fW (p)

#
�  �W + �+ 

�+ 
fW (p) +

��B
�+ 

fB (p)

+
�

�+ 
g (p)� �W�fW (p) I fp < bpg+ �B�fB (p) I fbp � p � pg = 0

d2

dp2

"
1

2

�
awB � abB
�B

�2
p2 (1� p)2 fB (p)

#
�  �B + �+ 

�+ 
fB (p) +

��W
�+ 

fW (p)

+
�

�+ 
g (p)� �B�fB (p) I fbp � pg+ �W�fW (p) I �p � p < bp	 = 0

The solution to the di¤erential equations contains 12 undetermined coe¢ cients, so we need

12 conditions to pin them down. We go over those conditions in the technical appendix to

the present paper28.

The resulting expression for workers employed in occupation B is the following:

28Located at http://pantheon.yale.edu/~tp222
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In the case where p 2 [0; p]:

fB (p) = CB
2 p

�1�qB (1� p)qB�2 (26)

� dBp
cB (4 + cB)

pqB�2 (1� p)�1�qB
Z p

0

�a�qB (1� �)qB+ �1 d�

+
dBp

cB (4 + cB)
p�1�qB (1� p)qB�2

Z p

0

� qB+a�1 (1� �) �qB d�

for p 2 (p; bp):
fB (p) = CB

3 p
qB�2 (1� p)�1�qB + CB

4 p
�1�qB (1� p)qB�2

+
1p

cB (4 + cB)
pqB�2 (1� p)�1�qB [CW

6 mB

Z bp
p

��
1
2
��B�qB (1� �)�

3
2
+�B+qB d�

�CW
6 nB

Z p

bp �
� 1
2
+�B�qB (1� �)�

3
2
��B+qB d� + dB

Z bp
p

�a�qB (1� �) +qB�1 d� ]

� 1p
cB (4 + cB)

p�1�qB (1� p)qB�2 [CW
6 mB

Z bp
p

��
3
2
��B+qB (1� �)�

1
2
+�B�qB d�

�CW
6 nB

Z p

bp �
� 3
2
+�B+qB (1� �)�

1
2
��B�qB d� + dB

Z bp
p

�a+qB�1 (1� �) �qB d� ]

and for p 2 [bp; p):
fB (p) = C

B
5 (p (1� p))

� 3
2

 �
1� p
p

��W
�
�
1� p
p

�2�W � p

1� p

��W!

where CB
2 ; C

B
3 ; C

B
4 ; C

B
5 and CW

6 are undetermined coe¢ cients and cB =
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A similar expression give us the mass of workers at every value of the posterior in oc-

cupation B. In our solution we eventually end up with 8 undetermined coe¢ cients, which

are given by the solution of a linear system of 8 equations and 8 unknowns. See technical

appendix for details.

From the �rst integral in right hand side of equation (26), a necessary condition for fB (p)

not to go to in�nity, as p goes to zero is that qB + a� 1 > 0.
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We are interested in the behavior of fB (p) as p approaches 0.

We �rst show that as p approaches 0, the density of workers employed in occupation B

is captured by the �rst term in equation (26), while the other two become quantitatively

insigni�cant.

Let�s transform the integrals in equation (26). Let � = ps. Then we can rewrite the �rst

integral in the equation (26) above as:Z p

0

�a�qB (1� �)qB+ �1 d� =

Z 1

0

(ps)a�qB (1� ps)qB+ �1 pds

= p1+a�qB
Z 1

0

sa�qB (1� ps)qB+ �1 ds

Similarly the second integral can be rewritten as:Z p

0

� qB+a�1 (1� �) �qB d� = pqB+a
Z 1

0

sqB+a�1 (1� ps) �qB ds

Thus we can now rewrite equation (26) as:

fB (p) = CB
2 p

�1�qB (1� p)qB�2

� dp
cB (4 + cB)

pa�1 (1� p)�1�qB
Z 1

0

sa�qB (1� ps)qB+ �1 ds

+
dp

cB (4 + cB)
pa�1 (1� p)qB�2

Z 1

0

sqB+a�1 (1� ps) �qB ds

Clearly, as p approaches zero, all three terms will eventually converge to zero, since they

all have a term of the form p�, for some � > 0. The question is which one converges the

slowest, p�1�qB or pa�1. However we already have a restriction that qB+a�1 > 0, a�1 >
�qB. Thus it must be true that a � 1 > �1 � qB and therefore only the �rst term will be

quantitatively important as p goes to zero.

Moreover we have that:

d
�
CB
2 p

�1�qB (1� p)qB�2
�

dp
= CB

2 p
�2�qB (1� p)qB�3 (�1� qB + 3p)

Since fB (p) � 0, 8p, then CB
2 > 0. Furthermore, if  >

�
awB�abB
�B

�2
�+

�B+�+
, fB (p) will

be decreasing as p goes to zero. In that case, the distribution of posterior will feature a fat

Pareto type tail29. Otherwise, it will be increasing as p goes to zero.

29This is true because only the �rst term is quantitatively important as p goes to zero.
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A similar derivation shows that fW (p) will feature a fat right tail, as long  >
�
awW�abW
�W

�2
�+

�W+�+
.

Furthermore the wage function is given by:

wB (p) = �aB (p) + (1� �) b�
1

2
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As p approaches zero, we drop all higher terms and we are left with

wB (p) = p[�
�
awB � abB

�
+�� (1� �) awB + a

b
B

r +  + �B + ��
]+�� (1� �) abB � b

r +  + �B + ��
+�abB+(1� �) b

For the case where �
�
awB � abB

�
+�� (1� �) awB+a

b
B

r++�B+��
= 1, we can write the wage function as

wB (p) = p+c0 where c0 = �� (1� �) abB�b
r++�B+��

+�abB+(1� �) b. In this case the density of
wages fw (w) = f (w � c0), will also feature a fat left tail of the Pareto type. Alternatively in
the case where �

�
awB � abB

�
+�� (1� �) awB+a

b
B

r++�B+��
= �1 the wage distribution in occupation

B, will feature a fat right tail of the Pareto type. Notice that this has an intuitive economic

explanation. In both cases few workers are expected to reach the vicinity of zero (as long as

 >
�
awB�abB
�B

�2
�+

�B+�+
). The �rst case is the high ability, low ability workers case (awB�abB =

r++�B+��
�(r++�B+��+�(1��)) > 0 ) awB > abB). Now these workers will receive the lowest wages

in occupation B, since they are most likely to be the low-ability ones. Hence the within

occupation wage distribution will feature a fat left tail!

In the alternative case (awB � abB = � r++�B+��
�(r++�B+��+�(1��)) < 0) awB < a

b
B), these workers

will receive the highest wages in the occupation as they are recognized to be the best. Now

the within occupation wage distribution will feature a fat right tail, consistent with empirical

observations.

Similarly the wage distribution in occupationW will feature a fat right tail if awW �abW =
r++�W+��

�(r++�W+��+�(1��)) .
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